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Confinement in fusion devices is largely determined
by the transport mechanisms in electron transport,
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which is generally described by the heat equation
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where Te (ρ,t) is the electron temperature, ρ the normalized radius, ne the electron density, and p (ρ,t) the
heating power density. The heat flux qe dependencies

qe =ne [keVm/s]

∂
(ne Te (ρ,t)) = ∇ρ (−qe (ρ,t)) + p (ρ,t) ,
∂t

harmonic reconstruction
polynomial reconstruction
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on the diffusivity χe , convective velocity Ve , critical
gradients, power dependence, etc., is crucial in under- Figure 1: Experimentally determined
standing what drives transport. However, as the heat relative heat flux qe as a consequence
flux cannot be directly measured and qe is a time and of a block-wave power modulation.
space-dependent quantity, we must identify qe implicitly. The standard approach is to pre-define
the heat flux dependencies [1]. Therefore, standard forms such as qe = −ne χe ∇ρ Te − neVe Te are
used to identify the heat flux. Casting the heat flux in a specific dependence allows the estimation of the time invariant quantities χe and Ve . However, it also poses a danger as we made
an assumption of the heat flux structure. We propose an alternative approach by combining the
heat flux reconstruction in [2] and advanced frequency domain signal processing techniques to
directly estimate the heat flux qe [3]. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 1, which can be
used to estimate, e.g., diffusion coefficient χe via the slopes [3].
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